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It may come as a surprise to many liti-
gants that all appellate opinions are
not created equal. Many clients might

naturally assume that after obtaining a
decision by an appellate court, that deci-
sion will have the same precedential effect
as other appellate decisions and can be
relied on as an authoritative statement of
governing law that will apply to future
conduct. But that assumption is not always
correct. 

As caseloads have burgeoned, appellate
courts have resorted to a less formal
method of decision-making that goes by
such varied names as the “nonprecedential
opinion” or the “unreported” or “unpub-
lished” decision. A nonprecedential opin-
ion results from the same process as other
appeals — the case is briefed by the par-
ties, and the court may or may not hear
oral argument before it decides the case.
But in the course of preparing its decision,
the court decides that its opinion will be
given lesser status than other opinions of
the court, and it affixes a “nonpreceden-
tial” label to the decision to make that
lower status official. According to the
Administrative Office of U.S. Courts, a
remarkable 80 percent of all federal court
of appeals decisions are nonprecedential
or unpublished.

A nonprecedential opinion is no less
binding on the parties to a case than is any
other decision of an appellate court.
Failure to comply with its mandate sub-

jects a party to penalties for contempt.
And the precise issue adjudicated in the
case binds the parties to that appeal in
future litigation in the same way as it
would if the decision were given a “prece-
dential” label. The difference is in the
authority accorded the rule of law that the
nonprecedential decision sets forth. 

If a decision is precedential, its rule of
law is binding for all later cases by all par-
ties that come before the same court and
subordinate courts, and lawyers not only
are free to cite to the decision as authori-
tative, but are ethically bound to do so if
the decision adjudicates the precise issue
that is presented by the later case. 

But nonprecedential decisions are bind-
ing for only the parties to the case that is
decided. They have no precedential effect
in future disputes among other litigants,
and in many courts lawyers are not even
permitted to cite to them in other cases —
even if they address frequently recurring
issues.

The distinction between precedential
and nonprecedential decisions has
spawned a great deal of controversy.
Critics have argued that the use of non-
precedential opinions should be forbid-
den, charging that because they officially
don’t count for anyone but the litigants in
the case that they decide and can’t be cited
in other cases, such decisions reflect a hid-
den, unaccountable, result-oriented sys-
tem of justice that is ripe for abuse. Often
the nonprecedential decisions are issued in
criminal, immigration or prisoner civil
rights cases, or in routine administrative

appeals where there is no great public
scrutiny. Unsuccessful litigants who
receive such decisions may feel that they
have been relegated to second-class justice
by a court that does not wish to spend the
same time or attention on their matter
that it devotes to other cases by more
powerful litigants.

Such charges can be overblown. There
is no evidence that the bulk of nonprece-
dential decisions are not made fairly and
objectively. Courts usually explain that
they issue such decisions because the case
calls for a routine application of established
law to a specific set of facts, rather than res-
olution of a novel legal issue. Critics reply,
however, that often the nonprecedential
decisions do address issues on which there
is no existing precedent and that the
courts do a poor job of distinguishing
between those cases that are routine and
those that create new law.

It was against this background that the
Judicial Conference of the United
States, the administrative body of the
federal courts, approved a change to the
federal rules of procedure on Sept. 20.
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The change, which is still subject to
review by the U.S. Supreme Court and
Congress, does not deal directly with
whether nonprecedential opinions
should be allowed, leaving that question
for each federal court of appeals to
decide. Given their extensive use by
every federal court of appeals, abolition
of nonprecedential opinions is not
expected in the foreseeable future. 

Instead, assuming that such opinions
will continue to exist, the Judicial
Conference tackled the less momentous
question whether litigants should be per-
mitted to cite non-precedential opinions
back to the courts that issued them. The
proposed new Appellate Rule 32.1 would
bar federal appellate courts from pro-
hibiting such citation, overturning the
prohibitions that now exist under local
rules in the 2nd, 7th, 9th and Federal
Circuit Courts of Appeals. Beginning
with decisions issued in 2007, the appel-
late courts would be required to accept
citations to nonprecedential decisions
and to consider what they say.

The new rule was a source of great
debate at the Judicial Conference, as

judges from some courts — particularly
the sprawling 9th Circuit, which covers
much of the western United States —
fought the change. For most litigants,
that may be a surprise, since on its face
the change may seem minor and of little
significance. Why should a litigant care?  

One reason to care is that the change
may help to dispel the cynicism that has
pervaded the charge of second-class jus-
tice. Increasing respect for the legal sys-
tem is something that is in the best inter-
est of everyone. A related benefit may be
an improvement in the quality of the
nonprecedential opinions, which,
because they now will receive greater
prominence and scrutiny, may become
subject to more careful draftsmanship. In
that process, concerns about the deci-
sions being more result-oriented than
analytical may dissipate.  

More directly, the rule change will
benefit appellate litigants by removing
the shackles placed on their counsel’s
advocacy in some federal courts. It now
is the rule in the 9th Circuit, among oth-
ers, that when briefing a case a lawyer
may cite to the most sophomoric law

student comment in the most obscure of
law reviews, or the most outlandish
source material on any Internet Web
site, but he or she cannot tell the court
about an incisive legal analysis by a judge
on that same court in one of the court’s
own nonprecedential opinions. That
restriction helps neither the court nor
the litigants.

By removing that restriction on advo-
cacy, the rule change empowers parties
to present their fullest arguments in sup-
port of their cases. Of course, a judge
may view the nonprecedential label on a
cited opinion as an invitation to disre-
gard it. But no appellate lawyer should
be citing such a decision unless it says
something so persuasive that it justifies
consideration by the court despite its
label. The new rule will permit advo-
cates to bring such decisions to a court’s
attention, and by broadening the materi-
als that can be presented for the court’s
consideration, it thus enhances the
opportunity for the full and fair appel-
late hearing that every litigant seeks.   •
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